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ABSTRACT
Technological advancements in deep learning for speech and voice
have contributed to a recent expansion in applications for voice
cloning, synthesis and generation. Invisibilised stakeholders in this
expansion are numerous absent bodies, whose voices and voice
data have been integral to the development and refinement of these
speech technologies. This position paper probes current working
practices for voice and speech in machine learning and AI, in which
the bodies of voices are “invisibilised".We examine the facts and con-
cerns about the voice-Body in applications of AI-voice technology.
We do this through probing the wider connections between voice
data and Schaefferian listening; speculating on the consequences
of missing Bodies in AI-Voice; and by examining how vocalists and
artists working with synthetic Bodies and AI-voices are ‘bringing
the Body back’ in their own practices. We contribute with a series
of considerations for how practitioners and researchers may help
to ‘bring the Body back’ into AI-voice technologies.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Applied computing→ Performing arts; Law; Sound and music
computing.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Body is fundamental to the production of human vocalised
sound, directly impacting how our voices are shaped, produced and
shared with the world. As Indonesian vocalist Rully Shabara puts
it:“Your body [has] already decided what sound you make" [12]. How
can our Bodies still decide the sounds we make, when there is not
yet a functional place for them [108] in current implementations of
AI-voice and speech? We see this question as increasingly urgent,
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given recent global strike action in North America [1] and court
proceedings in China [145, 161] concerning applications of AI to
media and Arts domains.

The Body inAI voice and speech has gonemissing, silenced some-
where beneath the roaring advancement of artificial intelligence
(AI) tools for synthesis and generation [18, 72]. A poetic statement,
and one we will start unraveling by clarifying why ‘Body’ and not
‘body’. We use ‘Body’ to refer explicitly to a literal or conceptual
source or origin point of a sound. We frame this term as different
from ‘body’, which we use to refer to a physical or physiological
form which may encompass human, robotic, or other biological
morphologies with the capacity for vocalisation. When we speak
about what a ‘voice’ is, we are positioned in an interdisciplinary
intersection of definitions. Legal perspectives frame voice as an
attribute one’s self [17, 91, 124] whilst voice researchers frame it as
a “technology of selfhood". [28, 29]. We take a composite stance by
incorporating both the legal and voice community understanding
of what a voice is. How did this Body go missing (and what do we
mean by “missing")? By missing, we mean that the Body has been
factually dis-entangled in the capture of voice and speech data,
while keeping implicit connotations such as voice characteristics
of an individual. And silenced? That the technological advance-
ment of AI tools has rendered discussion of Body in relation to
voice and speech as non-urgent. In this paper, we narrow our fo-
cus down to the latest technology advancements on deep learning
based techniques for voice and speech recognition (ASR), text to
speech synthesis (TTS), transformations of voice and vocoders in
our position. In those advancements, we observe that the pace of
AI progress is turning down the volume on discussions around the
body politics of human voice and speech data.

The discussion of Body is a recurring point within larger dis-
cussions of technology [51, 59, 123, 149], and is a frequent point of
focus within movement computing research. Our cursory examina-
tion into publications within the MOCO community, revealed few
texts that actively engaged with applications of AI technology for
generating or synthesising voice or speech, and which addressed
the role of Body. We acknowledge here the excellent work in prob-
ing the significance of the Body and voice connection [9, 108]; and
the utilisation of gesture and Bodily movement during singing as
an interactive or performative tool [8, 13, 109]. Further exciting
research at the cross-hairs of voice and AI include error detection
in Byzantine chant [74] indicates that the time is ripe to plant the
seeds for more research into the landscape of AI for voice and Body.

This paper seeks to plant those seeds by first fertilising the soil
with ideas and questions. Our interdisciplinary fertiliser is branched
from science and technology studies, philosophy of technology, crit-
ical technology studies in feminism, AI andmachine learning, sound
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studies, and musical practices. From this interdisciplinary perspec-
tive we probe how, and indeed why, the Body is made invisible and
separate from voice within applications of AI voice and speech syn-
thesis tools. We see this topic as crucial and timely in the increasing
migration [3, 94, 139, 158] of interactive AI systems to voice-based
modes of interaction. Further, the evolving sophistication and capa-
bilities of AI technologies to generate and synthesise voice material
poses unique challenges. Our concern here is in establishing new
practices for bringing back the Body in voice-Bodies, whilst also
nurturing a space for the constructive development with participa-
tion of practitioners, informed use and consensual deployment of
generative voice and speech technology. Our interest is informed
by our respective backgrounds and artistic practices as vocalists,
musicians, technologists and critical user-explorers of the same
technologies we critique. To that end, we therefore constrain our
discussion around human body and human voice.

This paper offers the following contributions. Firstly, we unearth
the connections of Bodily absence to electroacoustic music compo-
sitional theory and practice [26, 128, 162]. Further, we introduce
the use of conceptual tools from general and feminist science and
technology studies (STS) as potential devices for recognising Bodily
presence and evaluating relationships between a technology and
the implications of it’s use [20, 24, 46, 81]. We also introduce the use
of perspectives and values from feminist data ethics and feminist
AI [46, 49] for critiquing what is ‘visibilised’ and ‘invisibilised’ in
AI-voice and -speech. We provide a general view of how voice is
implicated by choices made during technology use and develop-
ment. Finally, we provide a series of recommendations for how
to ‘take the Body back’ when engaging with AI speech and voice
technologies based upon similar progress in adjacent media fields.
[19, 116, 162]

The structure of the paper is deliberate in that we have made
certain narrative groupings to reflect our engagement with theory
from STS and to methodically examine the facts and concerns of
voice and Body in relation to cloning and generative AI technolo-
gies. We draw from Latour’s matters of fact and concern [81], and
separately examine the physiology of voice (framed as a fact); voice
technologies (a fact in its own right); and theories of sound and
listening when it comes to voice usage in AI technologies (framed
as a concern).

In the forthcoming Section 2, we briefly summarise theoretical
perspectives and core concepts relevant to this paper’s inquiry.
We outline the physiology of voice in Section 3, emphasising the
importance of Body in the production of vocal sound and further
contextualise the relationship between them. Section 3.2 briefly
summarises existing AI and ML-based voice technologies, focusing
on speech recognition and speech synthesis. We make connections
between the treatment of voice in ML and AI domains and Schaef-
ferian and post-Schaefferian theories of listening, sound-material
and sound-objects in Section 4. Section 4 also examines novel ac-
tions undertaken within experimental and popular music offering
novel approaches to voice copyright and proprietorship (see 4.4).
We further examine how artists implementing AI-voice and -speech
technologies have approached Body (see 4.3) Lastly in Section 5, we
propose some approaches to “making present" the Body in AI-voice
technologies. We outline concepts and values that we wish to see

more intentionally implemented in both the development, but also
in the culture of use of these AI models “in the wild".

2 BACKGROUND
In this section we give a brief summary of the theoretical perspec-
tives and core concepts that are relevant to this paper’s inquiry,
and clarify our usage of certain terminology.

2.1 The Body versus the body?
The Body and the body occupy varying positions within sound,
movement, phenomenology, and voice studies [11, 26, 28, 30, 31, 50,
60, 101, 136, 137]. In this paper, we approach both of these terms
based on the following premises. Firstly, that the physicality of the
Body and it’s profile of movement informs, defines and contributes
to the properties of the sound it produces.[31] Secondly, that the
movement and spatialisation of sound itself constitutes amoving
sound-Body [136]. We therefore understand ‘Body’ in our usage
of the term: i) as reflecting Body-as-source of sound; ii) as reflecting
Body-as-origin of a sound; iii) that the Body itself fundamentally
shapes the movement of the sound-Body that it produces; and iv)
that Body itself also serves as a medium through which an origin-
Body may be experienced by another.

We note that this paper’s scope leaves the discussions on robotic
Body, or robot vocality to future work due to size constraints.

2.2 Sound, Movement and Body
As discussed further in the forthcoming Section 3.1, bodily move-
ment is integral to vocal sound production and has a significant role
in shaping and influencing voice. This is also applicable to more
general discussions on sound and musical practice, and has been
extensively explored in embodiment research [42, 43, 65, 66, 99].
Gesture is frequently used as an explanatory term to discuss the
movement of both sound, Body and sound-Bodies [65, 82, 136]. We
acknowledge here that the term ‘gesture’ carries a lot of baggage,
and means many different things across differing disciplines. To
clearly communicate precisely what we mean, we have elected to
not utilise this particular term, given and its myriad of meanings
and usage. We also further constrain our scope in concentrating
on human vocality. When we use the terms ‘singing’, ‘phonation’,
and ‘vocalisation’ we are strictly referring to a human’s singing,
phonation and vocalisation.

2.3 Sound Discourses
As this paper addresses the usage of voice, it is therefore necessary
to ground our position in relation to theories of listening from sound
studies [71]. We specifically reference Schaefferian-thinking and
conceptualisations of sound and listening and post-Schaefferian
thinking on sound. Pierre Schaeffer was a French engineer and
musician who formulated a philosophy of listening–écoute réduite
(reduced listening)–and developed an approach to music-making
with electronics- musique concrète (concrete music). In their Traité
des objets musicaux (Treatise on Musical Objects) [128], Schaeffer
developed EdmundHusserl’s phenomenological notion of reduction
[58]. Husserl’s reduction separates information considered periph-
eral to the object that is being perceived from the object itself, to
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describe the object. Intrigued by the potentials this afforded to lis-
tening processes, Schaeffer devised a series of 4 listening modes
which sought to separate the sound object (objet sonore) from its
notation, its provenance, and from the listener’s perspectives on
the sound. [71, 128] These modes are: écouter, ouïr, entendre and
comprendre. Each mode is structured to facilitate an approach to
listening that first prioritises indicative listening (écouter); that
attends to the physiology of listening (ouïr); attending to selective
listening or hearing with attention (entendre) and then listening to
identify and contextualise (comprendre).

Post-Schaefferian understandings and theories of sound and
listening view sound as “contain[ing] references to its actual or
perceived origins, to some external association, or to some combina-
tion of the two" [26]. “Sound, in other words, is a sign that indicates
something beyond itself and as such can never exist as a pure ab-
straction." [26]. We understand that post-Schaefferian perspectives
on sound are connected with the sound’s origin: it’s sound-Body
(see Section 2.2). Further discourses on listening emphasises it as an
“action-oriented" and “intentional" activity [148], where different
modes of listening are correlated to the acoustic action and the
listener’s intention when listening.

2.4 Copyright, IP issues and Unstable Rights
In the discourse of this paper, it is fundamental to clarify the terms:
copyright, “property rights", “private/publicity rights" and “person-
ality rights". These have become increasingly significant points of
discussion within AI applications to media and Arts. We view the
discussion on copyright and various rights protections as connected
with our discussion on missing Bodies in AI-voice. Recent advance-
ments and ease of access in AI technologies radically destabilise
media industries–such as film, radio, TV, voice-acting, and music–
which depend on and use voice. Historical protections that have
been the norm within these same industries are being challenged
by the new reality brought by AI models with imitation capabilities
in voice generation. Here, the main concerns expressed by artists
are largely those around copyright; vocal proprietorship; and the
potential economic impact of vocal-AI tools on their livelihoods.

Legal protections for voice and voice rights can differ substan-
tially from country to country. In regions such as North America,
voice is not recognised as intellectual property, yet is considered (in
some states) as a transferable property right [124]. This ability to
licence, sell or to have one’s voice appropriated by others implies
that there is–on some level–a recognition of ineffable qualities to
the voice that we have yet to formally quantify. Further, that we
can readily identify a particular voice as being synonymous with
a particular person. Within a US context, existing historical cases
centring on unauthorised usage of vocal likeness [100] have con-
centrated on preserving the legal right to control commercial usage
of identifiable aspects of an individual’s persona or likeness, or to
protect an individual’s right to privacy in non-consensual collec-
tion and dissemination of vocal material [91]. These differences in
rights protections are largely positioned around the protection of
“privacy/publicity rights" [124] and “property rights" [17, 77]

This differs somewhat from the continental European legal con-
text, in which “personality rights" are the cornerstone of rights
protections. Further, “the human voice from a judicial perspective

is [understood as] one of the ways by which a human being can ex-
press herself/himself, thusly allowing her/him to bring forth her/his
individuality, physiologically as well as psychologically, thereby to-
tally fulfilling herself/himself as a person"[4] Overall, we would like
to highlight two important aspects of the European legal context:
firstly, that physiology, and it’s manifestation, is judicially perceived
as connected with–and indeed as a result of–the voice as moving
sound Body. Secondly, that the voice is considered as a fulfillment
of one’s self - which we understand as constituting the Bodily self.

This is also a legal concern in China, with a recent initiation
of court proceedings in the Beijing Internet Court in China by a
voice-over artist (known only by the surname Yin). Yin is suing
five companies, who are accused of recording her voice for non-
consensual cloning of her voice in digital audio books. [161] This
case marks the first instance in China of an AI voice rights case,
with the defendant companies presenting the argument that the “AI-
processed voice was not same as Yin’s original voice, and the two
should be distinguished". The Civil Code in China provides legal
protections for an individual’s voice under “portrait rights", which
prevents the forgery, exploitation and defacing of an individual’s
voice through technology. [145] Presiding Judge Zhao Ruigang has
indicated that the court’s ruling will be forthcoming, as the case
concerns both the protection of portrait and personality rights, but
also technological development. [161]

What is abundantly clear is that there is no single approach to
how we legally define and protect voice on a global scale. We view
this as important and critical grounds for future work.

2.5 Matters of Fact, Concern and Care
Our methodological framing of our discussion of voice and speech
in applications draws from Bruno Latour’s concepts of ‘matters
of fact’ and ‘matters of concern’ [80]. Latour establishes a relation
between fact and concern as an act of positioning the objective in
relation to the “whole scenography” of its contextual environment.
We apply Latour’s facts by first examining the objective and factual
aspects of voice and speech in AI: what is the physiology and how
is voice within these domains? What precisely is the technology?
How is the voice-data positioned and utilised in applications with
AI? We then apply Latour’s concerns by examining how the facts
have shaped and informed the treatment of voice and speech: what
is conveyed about the role of Body in relation to voice? We frame
this examination of the facts and concerns of AI voice as a ‘matter of
care’, which is a notion from Maria Puig de la Bellacasa [24]. de la
Bellacasa defines this process as an engagement with how matters
of fact and concern come to be. We position this paper as a further
enactment of care, in it’s examination of the facts and the concerns
of AI voice, and the relationship between them.

3 VOICE AS FACT
In the following, we provide brief overviews in the areas of the
physiology of singing; and an overview of the architectures, datasets
and applications of AI technologies for voice and speech. We frame
this section within Latour’s notion of matters of fact (see Section
2.5), and examine the objective or factual of voice physiology andAI-
voice [80]. This will create a factual foundation for the discussions
of societal implications in Section 4 and 5.
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3.1 Vocal anatomy and physiology
The human voice harnesses 3 different physiological sub-systems:
the respiratory system, the phonatory system and the resonance
system [142]. The respiratory system is composed of the organs,
muscle structures and bone structures which facilitate the passage
of air into and out of the Body. This includes the lungs, ribcage, in-
tercostal muscles, the diaphragm and the trachea. In a healthy voice,
the organs and other structures work together to help the lungs
inflate and to expel air from the Body. When air passes out of the
Body during singing, it passes through the phonatory subsystem -
encompassing the vocal folds (located in the larynx). The human
Body has two main vocal folds which are protected and kept moist
by two auxiliary folds (these are called “false" folds). During speech
or singing, an increase of pressure upon the vocal folds causes them
to open and close in a cyclic fashion. This fold closure disrupts
the flow of air, producing a buzz which is shaped and amplified
by the resonance subsystem [168]. This resonance subsystem en-
compasses the vocal tract, the oral cavity, the sinus cavity and the
bones within the face. The manipulation of soft tissues in these
regions also directly affects the timbre or tone colour of the pro-
duced sound. The production of a sustainable vocal sound therefore
demands a nuanced kinaesthetic understanding of how a singer
may manipulate her physiology across these sub-systems. She also
masters physiological changes that enable ‘on-the-fly’ adjustments
to dynamically respond to the acoustics of the environment around
her, such as through micro-changes to her diction and articulation.
[28, 30, 60]

3.2 Voice and AI Technologies
The current AI technologies and approaches for Voice, framed
within the conceptual notion of matters of fact [81], can be cate-
gorised roughly in three main threads: architectures, algorithms,
and approaches for Voice; voice datasets, and AI voice applications.

3.2.1 Architectures, algorithms, and approaches for Voice. Histor-
ically, the synthesis of voice and speech has previously relied on
physical modelling and simulations. [10, 36, 93, 105, 110, 162] Re-
cently, the advancement of deep learning for speech and voice
systems has led to significant breakthroughs for the synthesis and
generation of voice and the development of speech processing
tools. This can largely be categorised into several key areas: auto-
matic speech recognition (ASR) [106, 155]; text-to-speech synthesis
(TTS) [69, 84, 120, 146]; and transformation of voice and speech
[70, 118, 147]; and audio and speech generation. [103, 154, 160]

Automatic Speech Recognition is the processing of human
speech into text. This is achieved by the transformation of audio
waveforms into token sequences; then the extraction of speech fea-
tures; and then mapping of input speech features and speech tokens
to text. Common architectures within deep learning pipelines for
ASR include Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC), Listen-
Attend-Spell (LAS) and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN).

Text-to-Speech Synthesis (TTS) is the synthesis of human speech
from text input to audio output. Currently, deep neural networks
(DNN) are utilised to achieve more natural-sounding speech. A TTS
pipeline typically has two stages. The input text is converted to
mel-spectrogram form. The mel-spectrogram is then converted to
an audio waveform. WaveRNN [69], Tacotron2 [133], WaveGlow

[115] and MelGAN [78] are popular networks for synthesising
audio from mel-spectrograms. Current platforms for text-to-speech
synthesis include subscription-based options such as Lyrebird [27];
Resemble.AI [121]; and Eleven Labs [79] as well as free and open-
source toolkits such as SpeechBrain [140], NeMo [34] and SpeechT5
[5] to name a few. Other applications for the transformation of
speech and voice using AI include style transfer with Transformers
[2], and voice conversion [165, 166].

3.2.2 Voice Datasets. Voice and speech datasets are a crucial com-
ponent in training machine learning and AI models. This data can
encompass many different contextual cases of voice and speech;
including recorded phone conversations [38, 114, 134], recorded
interviews, extracted audio from video or film, or can be specifically
recorded to build a new voice or speech data corpus. Documen-
tation conventions for voice datasets include the labelling of the
dataset with metadata. [25, 126, 167] This metadata provides addi-
tional, functional information about the audio file.[54] Common
metadata labels, such as those utilised in Mozilla’s Common Voice
dataset [95], can include the length of each recording, file format,
the speaker’s sex, the context of what is discussed, as well as the
language or accent of the speaker. [40, 73, 83, 85] Often, a transcrip-
tion of each recording file is kept alongside it’s corresponding audio
file. Some examples of well known and commonly used datasets
include: AudioMNIST [138], Common Voice [95], GigaSpeech [141],
LibriSpeech [104], LibriTTS [164], LJ Speech [63], VoxCeleb [98]
and Acappella [61].

3.2.3 AI Voice Applications. AI technologies for voice serve a broad
range of functions. One example is in “hands-free" interaction with
digital devices. Increasingly, applications of AI technologies that
engage with the voice have been concentrated towards the devel-
opment and distribution of voice-based AI agents. [44, 53, 57, 112]
Common examples of technologies “in-the-wild" include AI Voice
Assistants such as Apple’s Siri, Amazon’s Echo and Alexa, Google’s
Voice Assistant and Meta’s deepfake celebrity chatbots; text-to-
speech (TTS) generators; and voice cloning systems. Across these
various platforms and technologies, we can observe an intentional
disembodiment of the voice (both real and synthesised) from the
Body it inhabits. Our concern here is the pathway such disembodi-
ment opens (and has historically opened) for questionable activities
[23, 35, 37, 67, 87, 150] as well as enabling unfair, uncompensated or
non-consenting usage of the voice. We discuss this issue at greater
length in the forthcoming Section 4.2.

4 MATTERS OF CONCERN AROUND VOICE
In this section, we discuss our concerns about the missing link
between Body and voice within AI. To do this, we utilise Latour’s
notion of matters of concern (see Section 2.5). [81] To do this, we
build on our earlier established knowledge of the matters of fact of
voice (see Section 3) and look at the ‘scenography’ of the current
practices of voice and speech treatment in AI systems. Our non-
Latour concerns are: how technological necessity positions voice as
an objet sonore. (See Section 4.1) We speculate on the consequences
of missing Bodies in AI voice in Section 4.2 and discuss how post-
Schaefferian perspectives (see Section 4.3) offer insights into the
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Body in some recent artistic work. We further outline some artist-
led approaches towards copyright and voice ownership in Section
4.4.

4.1 The Voice as objet sonore in ML and AI
When we contextualise usage of voice in AI within theory from
sound studies, we can observe that the (singing) Body’s presence
is reduced within the data set. This is due to the single modality
of data in the digital domain. That is, audio, video, and sensor data
are positioned to exist independent of each other in computational
approaches, until they are connected with additional means. Thus,
the voice and voice data is reduced to its audio content as a re-
sult of the recording process: the link between voice and Body is
broken. Through the recording process, the Body is made absent
whilst identity-related components of the singer remain. Here, we
understand this framing of voice solely as its recorded audio as akin
to Schaeffer’s notion of objet sonore: that it is a recorded “acoustic
action" or sounding object. [128]

We acknowledge that there may be a fundamental functional
requirement to making the Body missing from it’s voice data (see
Section 3.2.2) in the case of a singular modality of digital audio data.
Incorporating the Body requires significant additional provisions
to purely audio-based models designed for the synthesis and gen-
eration of voice and speech. This undoubtedly adds extra labour;
demanding additional technical work when it comes to cultivating
and working with a voice dataset; and bringing in computational
complexities of working with multi-modal data.

The Body carries vital contextual information [56, 131, 132, 151,
152] about the identity of the singer. [28, 31]. We have previously
discussed in Section 2.4 how voice is legally considered an inte-
gral and identifying part of Body. Invisibilising the Body from
its voice data, by breaking it’s connection to the identity of the
singer, positions voice purely as an objet sonore. We view this as a
process-dependent consequence of the technology we work with
for building voice models. However, neglecting this information for
the sake of pure functionality ‘brackets out’ the expressive, com-
municative and contextual Body and the richness of information it
provides about who the sound has come from. In this, we include
the affective impact of the Body’s movement and physicality, as
well as the movement and diffusion of the moving sound Body it is
producing (ie. the vocalised sonic output) [136].

We speculate if this absence of Body is further exacerbated by
an auditory context-of-use in which we wish to perceive sound.
[151, 152] That is, we expect to “ha[ve] a more or less transparent
relation to the properties of the sounding Body we see before us.”
[22]. By this we mean that our focus on the quality of sound output
is deemed more important than ‘seeing’ the Bodies it is born from.
Indeed, we question how a transparent relationship is possible in a
context-of-use in which the voicing of Body (via it’s physiological
changes) is made missing, or absent.

Although we acknowledge that this invisibilisation is a conse-
quence of the technical demands of formatting voice data for the
development of voice models (see, we question if this may be inad-
vertently positioning an AI model to perform the listening modes
of entendre and comprendre (see Section 2.3) whilst depriving it
of important contextual information. Practitioners engaging with

voice and speech generation and synthesis should not forget “[the]
body [has] already decided what sound you make". [12] We must
we find a way to assist AI voice technology development to ‘bring
the Body back’ so as to help further develop the range of sounds
AI models are capable of making.

4.2 Consequences of missing the Body
Voice carries the residues of the Body it is produced within, and
the bodies it has touched in its production. Voice manifests Body
[60] and we argue Body in turn manifests voice (see Section 2.4).
Currently, applications of AI for voice and speech are destabilising
this manifestation: there is often no clear Body present. Young
observes, “The mortal, carnal, fleshly Body is bypassed entirely in
the machine’s rendering of a disembodied, omnipresent, devine or
perfect ideal." [162] Although Young is speaking about humanoid
speech, we see similar weight in their statements when we replace
the word “machine" with “AI generated voice".

An example of the consequences of the missing link between
Body and voice is in the historical case of voice-over artists Susan
Bennett and Jon Briggs. Both Bennett and Briggs provided voice
recordings for GM Voices, which were later licensed to ScanSoft.
Their voice datasets were then later allegedly used to build the voice
of the American Siri (Bennett) and British Siri (Briggs) through
speech concatenation. [89, 107, 119, 127, 156]. Apple has never
confirmed, nor denied whether they utilised Bennett’s concatenated
speech data, nor Briggs’. In the case of Bennett, audio forensics
expert Ed Primeau studied recordings of Siri and blind recordings
of Bennett’s voice and presented his the conclusion of his analysis
that “They are identical – a 100 % match.” [119] Both Bennett and
Briggs have publicly spoken about being the original voices of
Siri, and expressed a wish to have been more acknowledged by
Apple in contributing to such a globally significant application
of voice technology. [107] There are a number of consequences
in the missing link between the Body and voice in this example
of Bennett and Briggs. Firstly, there is the consequence of both
Bennett and Briggs not having the opportunity to consent to the
use of their voices in Siri. Secondly, neither Bennett and Briggs have
been financially compensated by Apple for the use of the originally
recorded speech datasets. [89, 107, 119, 127, 156]

A more recent example discussed earlier in Section 2.4 is the
current legal case in China concerning non-consensual AI voice
cloning for profit. The litigant, a voice-over artist known only by
the surname Yin, is suing five digital audio-book companies and
an AI Voice Cloning Platform (which has not been named) [161].
Yin is suing on the basis of the unauthorised recording, cloning
and licensing of her voice model in the sale of audiobooks. Yin
did not sign a contract, authorising the recording of her voice, nor
did she financially benefit in any way from the sale of audiobooks
that used a voice model of her likeness. [163] She is suing under
Chinese “portrait rights" protections, which provide protections for
the forgery, exploitation and defacement of an individual’s voice.
[145] The defendants in the case have counter-argued that the
voice model is not the same as Yin’s original voice and that the
two voices should be distinguished separately. [161] Here, we see a
profound consequence in the missing link between Body and voice:
that the non-consensual implementation of digital technologies
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such as voice cloning has seriously violated a person’s autonomy.
An additional consequence is in how (and if) we formulate a legal
difference between the voice produced from a human body and the
synthetic voice produced from an AI voice model.

We see the consequences from these example as indicators that a
change of approach is needed. Keeping the Body missing from voice
data heralds a range of legal problems, but also raises important
questions regarding how consent and autonomy are navigated in
the application of AI voice technologies. What immediate concerns
arise from keeping AI models for voice and speech naive to the
Body? (See 4.3) What do we miss when we miss the Body in voice
and speech AI? (See 4.2)

4.3 Post-Schaefferian Considerations for AI
Voice-Bodies

In this section we examine how post-Schaefferian perspectives
of listening may provide potential directions as to the immediate
concerns of Body-naïve AI voice and speech models. As discussed
previously in 2.3 several criticisms on the Schaeffer’s notion of objet
sonore have been put forward in sound studies [26]. For example,
post-Schaefferian listening is framed as an embodied and inten-
tional activity, whilst Schaeffer’s is a reflective practice (see Section
2.3). Further, the post-Schaefferian considers sound as “indicat[ing]
something beyond itself" [26]. The post-Schaefferian approaches
can be the guiding light in ‘bringing the Body back’: the emphasis
on embodied-ness and intentionality may prove beneficial in reveal-
ing how voice is controlled through the absence or themaking absent
of Body. In making the Body absent and positioning AI-synthesised
voice and speech as separate from a Body, this enables voice to be
appropriated and utilised in ways that might be morally “fuzzy".
If a voice doesn’t belong to a Body, and is “without the distraction
of the human ‘grain’" [162] it may be considered acceptable and
permissible to use it for any purpose. When the significance of Body
is absent, it becomes considered acceptable to use the voice. We can
see this concern reflected in the actions of SAG-AFTRA to come
to an agreement with AMPTP on acceptable usage of performer’s
likeness. We can observe similar patterns of object-ification of the
Body in performance art of the 20th century [14, 68, 90]. When we
consider the ramifications of considering the voice as objet sonore,
concerns about use, copyright, and ambiguity of the boundaries
between human and non-human voices emerge. [51, 102, 111, 130]

But, we are hopeful. One domain where we see voice begin to
transcend it’s framing as objet sonore within the wider landscape of
AI voice is in the context of experimental music composition and
even within mainstream popular music. This can be seen primarily
through the usage of additional technologies such as virtual reality
(VR); augmented reality (AR); or using deep generative visuals (or
deepfakes) to construct a Body for applications of AI-voice/-speech.

One example within experimental music is the work of British-
Iranian artist-performer-software humanist Ashkan Kooshanejadin,
namely in their creation of and artistic activities with their the
synthetic performer named ‘Yona’. Yona is described as “first gen-
eration ‘Auxiliary Human" [76, 97, 122], and is frequently visually
presented in a humanoid-esque form in more static images, and in
a holographic form during live performances. It utilises a genera-
tive pre-trained transformer model (GPT) and an autoregressive

language model for poetry and lyric generation. Yona’s poetry and
lyrics are ‘voiced’ through a text-to-speech model which is pushed
through a melodic filter, encoded and then decoded into more ‘sung’
output. [15] The Body of Yona is significant in terms of how it’s
morphology is presented, and what this communicates about it’s vo-
cality. Yona is Bodily presented throughout purely digitally-based
technologies in the form of CGI and coded visuals and moving
imagery from Isabella Winthrop. [62] The Body of Yona is never
fixed, but is instead a moving sound Body that shifts morphology
to occupy first screen-based domains and later the experiential
domain through holographic form. [75] There is clearly an embrace
of novel technologies to bring the Body of Yona dynamically into a
context where it’s physical presence can be more pervasively felt
and experienced. It becomes ‘real’ to us as an audience through it’s
co-located inhabitance of the same space. This is not to say, how-
ever that its real-ness also refers to the apparent visual aesthetic of
it’s Body. Rather, the Body of Yona appears to consistently reflects a
glitchy, highly synthesised and processed visual aesthetic. We hear
this in Yona’s voice also. It sings in a very text-oriented fashion,
with heavily articulated phrases, charmingly stilted spoken syntax
and a disjointed pace of vocal production. We hear a noisy-buzz
and auto-tune-like timbral quality when Yona sings- a byproduct
of the TTS pipeline that Kooshanejadin has used to give Yona it’s
voice.

An example from popular music is the usage of deepfakes to
both provide a Body, and to generate a suitably convincing human
vocal sound. [6, 55, 88, 96] VAVA is an AI artist produced from a
collaboration between T-Town Digital Studio, PRO-toys, and Drive
iGency. [143] We found limited information regarding the tech-
nical assemblage of VAVA, with sources only describing VAVA as
being built with “AI technology" and not describing precisely what
form(s) of AI-technology. [33] Regardless of the accessibility of de-
tails around it’s technological composition, VAVA has a significant
online presence. It is prominently featured on the T-Town Digital
Studio YouTube channel, it has its own Instagram account and Tik-
Tok channel. The Body of VAVA has a very specific visual aesthetic,
which may be a consequence of the technology used to realise it.
Based on our subjective experience and listening, we speculate that
motion capture technology is used to transpose an AI-generated
face and facial movements onto the ‘original’ body. Watching VAVA
perform in it’s videos, it’s Bodily engagement with the surround-
ing space is almost too human-like. It’s Bodily movement is fluid,
smooth, at a believably human pace and demonstrates minimal
glitch (aside from the obvious post-production visual effects). VAVA
begins to push the borders of “uncanny valley" territory [129], it is
almost “hyper-real". Further, VAVA’s vocal sound is very present
within the overall mix, with a boosted warmth that helps it to “pop"
against the backing instrumentals. The sound profile, to our ears,
is reminiscent of the early 2000s female pop vocalist sound, but
with heavy usage of reverb and filtering. We suspect that VAVA’s
mid-range has also been generously EQ-d as it is very difficult to
hear the undertones in the voice.

In both the example of Yona and VAVA, we can observe that the
voice-Body or origin sounding Body is being mediated by an auxil-
iary Body. Further, the auxiliary Bodies in turn become an origin
point, or Body, in their own right. This is turn enables a more solid
grounding, or connection, between the voice as a moving sound

https://www.youtube.com/@t-towndigitalstudio7815
https://www.youtube.com/@t-towndigitalstudio7815
https://www.instagram.com/vavaartist/?hl=en
https://www.tiktok.com/@vavaartist
https://www.tiktok.com/@vavaartist
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Body in its own right, and begins to establish more solid terrain
of the voices we hear as being born from a Body. Here we see two
examples of artists and organisations producing vocal sound with
AI tools actively demonstrating concepts and understandings from
post-Schaefferian sound. That is: their usage of mediating technolo-
gies to produce a sound-Body constructs “references to...actual or
perceived origins" of the voice. [26]

4.4 Legal Considerations and Current Actions
in AI-Voice

The Post-Schaefferian perspectives in the previous section provide
a philosophical framing in how we can conceptually bring the
Body back together with voice. Still, there is an immediate need in
discussions of policies towards entangling the Body and voice in
public discourses and artistic practices.

As it stands currently, there is ambiguity and a general lack of
clarity as to how one’s voice or speech is included in the protec-
tions afforded by copyright in the age of generative AI (see Section
2.4). How do we establish acceptable difference between one voice
quality profile compared to another? Does this mean we would
need to trademark our voice or speech mannerisms? Potential an-
swers to these questions may lie in the unfolding novel attitudes
and approaches already taking place within the field of musical
performance and composition, where vocalists working with tools
for AI voice seem to be “leading the way".

On the front-lines of vocal proprietorship, vocalists such as Cana-
dian artist Grimes and American artist Holly Herndon have opted
for progressive approaches which actively trouble the notion of
vocal ownership and copyright. As an example, Grimes has actively
encouraged open-usage of her vocal likeness on AI-generated songs
[48], and has publicly expressed their support of “killing copyright"
[47]. An alternative approach is Herndon’s Holly+ voice model
and accompanying Holly+DAO [45], which has previously been
critiqued using feminist STS and interdisciplinary methods [20].
Herndon’s approach to vocal ownership is to distribute proprietor-
ship and guardianship of their voice model, and enable participants
in the Holly+DAO to financially share in the profits of usage of the
model.

Our stance here is to find a middle ground between complete
abolition and distributed guardianship of vocal proprietorship in
the age of vocal AI. To achieve this, we see that the core concerns
in this regard need to incorporate values and perspectives which
prioritise stewardship, management and the who (and their Bodies!)
in voice data.

Some important progress made in this regard can be seen in the
tentative agreement made by the Screen Actors Guild-American
Federation of Television and Radio Artists (SAG-AFTRA) in their
strike resolution with the Alliance of Motion Picture and Television
Producers (AMPTP). [7, 19, 157] The tentative agreement specif-
ically outline protocols and establishes compensation and rights
protections of human performers whose likenesses–including their
vocal likeness–are to be duplicated through generative AI for usage
within film, television and radio broadcasts. Specifically, we high-
light their emphasis on “clear and conspicuous" consent [1]; and
the clarity on the conditions under which consent is the resultant
replicas may be ‘adjusted’ in post-production.

Throughout the entirety of the agreement there is a continual re-
inforcement of informed and specific consent as one of the foremost
obligations during contract negotiations. We point out that consent
is largely presented in the agreement [1] as: “[a]n endorsement or
statement in the performer’s employment contract that is separately
signed or initiated by the performer or in a separate writing that is
signed by the performer" That is, that the contracted performer is re-
sponsible for establishing the details regardingwhat they themselves
have determined is acceptable and permissible for the construction
of their replica and any terms under which it is to be used. We
view this as a potential learning to bring across to the music and
sound domain: that the conditions and grounds of use of AI tech-
nologies applied to duplicate or replicate a performer should be
established by the performer themselves, and with appropriate and
accessible legal counsel However, we are concerned about some
exceptions to the manipulation of performer voice and vocality in
the agreement. As an example, exceptions to consent for alterations
on non-background performers recorded performances encompass:
noise reduction; timing; continuity of pitch; clarity; the addition of
sound effects or filters; and even adjustments in dialogue [1]. Fur-
ther exceptions to consent include the alteration of facial and body
movements, as well as the voice itself, for adaptation to a different
language. In our view, these manipulations are not insignificant,
and may indeed dramatically change the overall affect of the per-
former’smoving sound Body (see Sections 2.1,3.1 and 2.2). One
potential avenue to counteract the implications and consequences
of such (potentially) dramatic manipulation of voice is to examine
how theories and perspectives from a post-Schaefferian view (see
Section 2.3) may inform new approaches for ‘bringing the Body
back’ .

The cases of Grimes andHerndon are two examples in a historical
pile of artists leading new technology in its amalgamation to the
society. Artists historically tend to be the earliest adopters of novel
technologies [16, 32, 41] and establish the trends and directions of
how such technologies may grow in future. Artist’s engagement
with new technologies to create, produce and distribute their work
has led to the birth of significant cultural movements, such as
internet art, software art and non-fungible tokens (NFTs). [144,
153] As early adopters, we speculate that the needs of artists in
their usage of these technologies also provides indications for the
construction of legal structures concerning the usage of AI.

5 NEW TERRAINS
It could be argued that the existing terrain of AI voice is primarily
concerned with and defines an AI-model’s success in terms of it’s
accuracy, it’s speed and it’s computational cost [92], with other
significant factors and considerations such as the human labour
and bodies which have contributed to the model’s construction, it’s
data thrown by the wayside. We need to ‘bring the Body back’ into
the discussion when we talk about AI voice and speech generation
and synthesis.

What are the consequences of not doing so? Sustaining a con-
tinued invisibilisation of Body in voice and speech AI applications
launches a tsunami of formidable sociocultural issues and questions.
We view the risks as constituting a continued devaluation of Bodily
rights and labour (see Section 2.4); the normalisation of prioritising
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technological progress over people; and an avoidance of asking
ourselves and others sticky and squirmy questions. We ask them
now: How do we protect human voice and vocality? How do we
protect human voice-Bodies? How do we dismantle current modes
and practices of generating and synthesising voice and speech with
AI to ‘bring the Body back’?

Our intention in asking the sticky and squirmy questions is to
provoke, to trouble [52], and to begin the process of imagining new
terrains, systems and practices of working with AI technologies
that constructively contribute to innovative and informed use in
artistic contexts. What might a terrain for AI-voice technologies
that actively includes the Body look like? And how might we as
practitioners cultivate and navigate this new terrain? We have
several propositions here.

5.1 Clear(er) Voice Body(ies) and Rights
Our first core proposition is to make voice-Body(ies) clearer. We
envisage this to be done in the following ways. Firstly, by emphasis-
ing the connection of Body to voice in applications of AI-voice and
-speech technology. Secondly, emphasising the connection of voice
to Body. And thirdly, by asserting the connection of voice-Body to
voice-data.

In adjacent media domains, we can see the beginnings of novel
approaches to asserting the connection of Body to voice in the
terms of the SAG-AFTRA agreement (see Section 4.4). Here, the
establishment of consent and the conditions for permissible use is
established by the performer themself. We do however believe that
the issue of whether constitutional rights should be permitted to
take precedence over an individual’s consent are an important topic
of public discussion. From these collective examples of voice rights
“in action", we can derive 2 initial sub-propositions. Firstly, the es-
tablishment of clear, unambiguous and forward-looking copyright,
privacy rights, property rights and publicity rights need to be a
priority topic. This is especially and urgently needed within artistic
contexts, and most particularly in the disem-Bodied usage of gen-
erated or synthetic voice and speech. Secondly, the boundaries of
acceptable use should be people-led and -centred, not profit-centred
or progress- driven. This may call for new models of voice propri-
etorship or stewardship, or even an examination on the suitability
of current legal protections for voice and speech.

We have seen the clarity of voice to Body demonstrated within
artistic contexts in the earlier examples of Kooshanejadin’s creation
Yona and VAVA (see Section 4.3). In those examples, we have clearly
seen the impact that a mediating or auxiliary Body has in grounding
the voice within a physicalised or digital morphology.

We further see positive assertion of the connection of voice-Body
to voice-data in the terms of usage for the recently released Vocal-
Notes voice dataset [116]. We specifically refer to their outlined
requests in their Dataset Access Request Form: [117] “The Vocal-
Notes Dataset contains audio that includes sensitive religious and
ritual recordings of living musicians and communities. Please treat
the recordings with respect as you would treat the performers recorded
in them, and do not share them on social media or disseminate them
otherwise." Voice-data and voice-Bodies are expected to be treated
with equivocal respect: “Please treat the recordings with respect as
you would treat the performers recorded in them". We do not view this

as an attempt to anthropomorphise audio recordings. We see this
as an assertive positioning of the direct relation from the voice-data
to the voice-Bodies. In requesting the same respectful treatment of
data and the recorded performers, there is an acknowledgement
of the important and sacredness of the labour and physical voice
cultures captured in VocalNotes.

5.2 Make Space for the Human ‘Grain’
The second core proposition is to make a space for the human
‘grain’ in AI-technologies for voice and speech. As Young observes,
the historical development of speech and voice has been to rebuild"
the voice object, in its pure form, without the distraction of the human
‘grain’." [162]. We see this pursuit of purity as both problematic and
uninspired. As technologies such as TTS continue to advance in
sophistication and are increasingly normalised, we run the risk of
manufacturing–and normalising–a vocal Uncanny Valley [21, 39,
64, 135]. As Ihde puts it, “Sounds are ‘first’ experienced as sounds
of things ” [60], and indeed the Bodies they are born from. The
advocacy for, and inclusion of ‘grain’ is therefore imperative to re-
make a space for Body when it comes to synthesised vocal sound.

Our suggestions here are embryonic, but are towards pushing
back against dichotomous ideals of the perceived ‘imperfection’ of
the human fleshy Body and the coveted, idealised ‘perfection’ of
machinistic or technological bodies [86, 125] . We advocate for em-
bracing the glitch in the “mortal... fleshly Body" and the possibilities
this affords musically and creatively in disturbing the “machine’s
rendering of a disembodied, omnipresent, devine or perfect ideal."
[162]

5.3 Trouble with Care
The third proposition is to include process and procedures of ‘Car-
ing Trouble’, and matters of care [24] into our development and
implementation of AI-technologies for voice and speech. ‘Caring
Trouble’ has previously been presented in [20] as an analytical ap-
proach to exploring how formal computational structures inform–
and are in turn–informed by how an AI artefact is presented, used
and shared. This analytical approach actively troubles the expec-
tation that AI is, or should (still) be, a “black box" [113, 159] by
outlining a scaffold-ed approach to examining the connections be-
tween AI form and function. One of the core tenements of ‘Caring
Trouble’ is to “critically examine what is ‘visibilised’ ... so that we
may in turn be able to critically address the components ... that appear
‘invisibilised’" [20]. This is positioned as in line with de la Bella-
casa’s call to engage with how matters of fact and concern come to
be. [24]

6 CONCLUSION
This work casts a critical eye on current practices in the usage
of human voice and speech within applications of AI-voice and
-speech technologies. To assist this critical evaluation, we estab-
lished connections to methods and conceptual tools from general
and feminist science and technology studies. We engaged with fem-
inist data and ethics principles in probing what contributing factors
have led to the ‘invisibilisation’ of the Body in AI-voice. We have
drawn connections between the treatment of voice and voice-data
as objet sonore with AI-voice, and speculated on the implications
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this has upon copyright and legal protections for voice. We have
examined novel directions in copyright and voice proprietorship
within the domains of experimental and popular music, and fur-
ther how auxiliary technologies assist in the formation of moving
sound Bodies. Finally, we have contributed with a series of consid-
erations for ‘making present’ the absent bodies which contribute
to AI-voice technologies: to make space for the human ‘grain’ and
to enact processes of ‘Caring Trouble’ to critically examine what is
in-/visibilised in our implementation of AI tools and technologies
for voice and speech.

This position paper has explored a rich and deep sea of inter-
connected domains. Throughout this paper are a range of exciting
directions for further work into AI-voice and AI voice-Bodies. We
imagine future research as encompassing the following areas and
directions. Firstly, we urgently require more concrete definitions
and universally implementable best legal practices when it comes
to protecting voice and voice-Bodies in the continual advancement
of generative AI. This, secondly, requires interdisciplinary discus-
sions and conversations on how to practically achieve this whilst
also ensuring these protections also nurture a space for the con-
structive development, informed use and consensual deployment
of generative voice and speech technology. Thirdly, we see exciting
potential in further clarifying the research field of collaborative
Human and AI-Vocality. Future exploration in this area may further
contribute to the development of novel frameworks and methods
for evaluating artistic human-AI collaboration. And fourthly, that
there is critical work needed with regards to further analysing and
deconstructing power structures within the field of AI-voice, with
ample consideration into how to dismantle the linguistic, social and
digital barriers of access which concern AI research.
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